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SPring-8 Storage Ring Parameters
Electron energy

Current

Circumference

Characteristic photon energy

Number of insertion devices

Number of beamlines

8 GeV

100 mA

1,436 m

28.9 keV

Max. 38

Max. 62

Introduction
Synchrotron radiation (SR) is extremely 
powerful light which is used for studying the 
structure of matter at the atomic and electronic 
levels and in various physical and chemical 
processes in a number of research fields 
ranging from materials science to life science.

SPring-8, which is one of the largest 
third-generation synchrotron radiation facilities 
in the world, provides the most powerful 
synchrotron radiation currently available. 
Construction of SPring-8 was started in 
1991 and the facility was opened in October 
1997.

At SPring-8, many scientists from around the 
world are making efforts to unlock the 
secrets of nature using synchrotron radiation 
as the key.

RIKEN　August 2020
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Synchrotron RadiationSynchrotron Radiation

Synchrotron radiation (SR) is emitted from an electron 
traveling at almost the speed of light when its path is bent 
by a magnetic field.  As it was first observed in a synchrotron 
in 1947, it was named "synchrotron radiation".

Synchrotron radiation is emitted at a bending magnet or at 
an insertion device. The insertion device is comprised of rows 
of magnets with alternating polarity and is installed in a 
straight section of the electron orbit. Corresponding to the 
weak and strong magnetic field, there are two types of 
insertion devices: an undulator and a wiggler.

Bending Magnet

Undulator

Wiggler

Stored electrons run on a circular orbit and 
emit synchrotron radiation with a continuous 
spectrum when they encounter the bending 
magnet.

The electron beam undulates with a small 
deviation angle.  As a result, ultra-bright and 
quasi-monochromatic light is obtained by the 
interference effect.

The electron beam wiggles with a large 
deviation angle.  As a result, bright and 
spectrally continuous light with short 
wavelengths is obtained. 

Synchrotron Radiation Spectrum
of SPring-8

SPring-8 produces light that is about one billion times 
more brilliant than conventional X-ray sources.

General Features of Synchrotron Radiation
Ultra-bright
Highly directional
Spectrally continuos(BM/W) or 
quasi-monochromatic (U)
Linearly or circularly polarized
Pulsed with controlled intervals
Temporally and spatially stable

Generation of Synchrotron Radiation

Infrared

Visible light

Ultraviolet

Vacuum Ultraviolet

Soft X-ray Hard X-ray

X-ray

Light wavelength 

What is Synchrotron Radiation?

▲Synchrotron radiation produced 
　at a bending magnet

Electron 
Beam

Synchrotron Radiation

▲Synchrotron radiation produced
   at an undulator

Synchrotron
Radiation

Electron
Beam

BM: Bending Magnet
W  : Wiggler
U   : Undulator
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1 10 100 1000 104 105 106 Synchrotron radiation is very useful for various fields in both basic and applied research. Synchrotron radiation available in 
SPring-8 is applied to the following advanced research fields. 

Incident X-rays

Transmitted / Refracted X-rays
Diffracted X-rays

Reflected X-rays

Photo-/Auger Electron Emission

AbsorptionAbsorption

Radiation
Effect

Fluorescent X-ray Emission

Scattered X-rays
(elastic / inelastic)

Matter

Application of SR to Various Scientific and Technological 
Fields 

Interaction of X-rays with Matter

With the use of the microbeam, diffractometry of very small samples and microscopy with high spatial resolution are carried out. 

Time-resolved experiments are conducted on various time scales using the pulsed beam. 

Energy tunability of the beam is effectively applied, for example, to crystal structure analysis using anomalous dispersion. 

By making use of the highly collimated beam, various types of imaging techniques with high spatial resolution are developed. 

The Iinearly / circularly polarized beam is used especially for studies on the magnetic properties of materials.   

The availability of the high energy X-ray beam enables high-Q experiments, Compton scattering, excitation of high-Z atoms 
and nuclear excitation of isotopes. 
With the use of the highly coherent beam, X-ray phase optics and X-ray interferometry are studied. 

Utilization of the Features of the SR Beam
1）

2）

3）

4）

5）

6）

7）

Contribution to 
       Advanced Research
Contribution to 
       Advanced Research

Precise electron distribution in novel inorganic crystals. Structural phase transition at high pressure / 
high or low temperature. Atomic and electronic structure of advanced materials of high Tc 
superconductors, highly correlated electron systems and magnetic substances. Local atomic structure 
of amorphous solids, liquids and melts.

Materials Science :

Dynamic behaviors of catalytic reactions. X-ray photochemical process at surface. Atomic and molecular 
spectroscopy. Analysis of ultra-trace elements and their chemical states. Archeological studies.

Chemical Science :

Analysis of toxic heavy atoms contained in bio-materials. Development of novel catalysts for purifying 
pollutants in exhaust gases. Development of high quality batteries and hydrogen storage alloys.

Environmental Science :

Atomic structure analysis of protein macromolecules and elucidation of biological functions. Mechanism 
of time-dependent biological reactions. Dynamics of muscle contraction.

Life Science :

Characterization of microelectronic devices and nanometer-scale quantum devices. Analysis of chemical 
composition and chemical state of trace elements. X-ray imaging of materials. Residual stress analysis of 
industrial products. Pharmaceutical drug design. 

Industrial Application :

Application of high spatial resolution imaging techniques to live animals and pathological samples.Medical Application :

Quark nuclear physics by GeV photons, astronuclear process and photo nuclear reactions by MeV 
photons.

Nuclear Physics :

　　　　X-ray observation of phase transformation of earth materials at high pressure and high 
temperature. Mechanism of earthquakes. Structure of meteorites and interplanetary dusts.

Earth and Planetary 
Science 

: In situ 
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Macromolecular crystallography Atomic structure and function of proteins. 

Structural phase transition at high pressure / high or low temperature. 

Precise electron distribution in inorganic crystals. 

Atomic structure of surfaces and interfaces. 

X-ray interferometry. Coherent X-ray optics. X-ray quantum optics. 

Research Method Typical Examples of Research Subjects

X-ray diffraction under extreme conditions 

X-ray powder diffraction 

Surface diffraction 

Structure of protein molecules and polymers. Small angle scattering 

X-ray Optics

Three-dimensional strain mapping in bulk materials. Depth strain profiling. Residual stress analysis

Research Methods Used in the SR Science
X-ray Diffraction and Scattering

Photoelectron spectroscopy Electronic structure of advanced materials.

Atomic and molecular spectroscopy Photoionization, photoabsorption and photoelectron spectra of neutral atoms and simple molecules.

Momentum distribution of electrons in materials and magnetic electrons.

Electronic excitation. Electron correlations in the ground state. Phonon excitation. 

Ultra-trace element analysis. Chemical states of trace elements. Archeological and geological studies. 

Atomic structure and electronic state around a specific atom.

Speckle from disordered systems. Dynamics of atomic-scale disorder.

Infrared spectroscopy Infrared microspectroscopy. Infrared reflection and absorption spectroscopy.

Compton scattering

X-ray inelastic scattering 

X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy

XAFS (X-ray absorption fine structure)

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism Magnetic properties of solids, thin films and surfaces. Orbital and spin magnetic moments. 

Photon correlation spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy and Spectrochemical Analysis

Refraction-contrast imaging lmaging of low absorbing specimens. 
Imaging of biological samples with an X-ray interferometer or gratings.

Three-dimensional imaging.

Imaging of materials by magnifying with microfocusing elements. 

Element-specific surface morphology. Chemical reaction at surface. Magnetic domains.

Static and dynamic processes of crystal growth, phase transition and plastic deformation in crystals. 

Photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM) 

Phase-contrast imaging

Imaging of trace elemental distribution with a scanning X-ray microprobe.X-ray fluorescence microscopy 

X-ray microtomography

X-ray microscopy 

X-ray topography 

X-ray Imaging

Material processing Solid phase crystallization. Soft X-ray CVD. Microfabrication.
Radiation damage of biological substances. Radiation biology

Radiation Effect

Nuclear resonant scattering Time-domain Mössbauer spectroscopy. Nuclear inelastic scattering. 
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Experimental Station in Experimental Hall
Synchrotron radiation from a bending 
magnet or an insertion device is modified 
with optics and led to the experimental 
station. A sample is studied by measuring 
X-ray scattering/diffraction, X-ray absorption, 
fluorescence X-rays, secondary electrons, 
and so on.

Main Facilities of SPring-8Main Facilities of SPring-8
Generation of Synchrotron Radiation

The electrons emitted by the SACLA electron gun are accelerated to 8 GeV (8 billion electron volts) by the SACLA 
accelerator, injected into a storage ring with a circumference of about 1,500 m, and circulated while maintaining the energy 
of 8 GeV. Synchrotron radiation is generated by the bending magnets or insertion devices. The generated synchrotron 
radiation (X-rays) is guided through the beamline to the experimental hatches provided inside and outside of the storage 
ring building, and is used for various experiments.

■ Experimental Stations

Synchrotron Radiation Source and Beamlines
There are two types of light sources in SPring-8. Those are 
insertion device source and bending magnet one. Insertion 
devices are classified into an undulator and a wiggler.

■ Undulator 

SPring-8 Beam Ports
● Insertion Device Beamlines        
   (Straight Section 4.5m)   max.34
● Long Insertion Device Beamlines  
   (Long Straight Section 25m)   max.4
● Bending Magnet Beamlines   max.24

■ Bending Magnet

An undulator and a wiggler are composed of magnet arrays 
and produce periodic magnetic fields that wiggle electron beam 
and emit synchrotron radiation. In-vacuum type undulators 
developed at SPring-8 seal magnet arrays in a vacuum 
chamber. This arrangement results in a smaller gap 
between arrays. Therefore, synchrotron radiation with 
shorter wavelength and higher power can be generated. 
Other than standard in-vacuum type, in-vacuum revolver 
undulator, invacuum figure-8 undulator, twin helical undulator, 
tandem vertical undulator, elliptical wiggler, and others are 
installed in SPring-8. These insertion devices generate 
various polarized radiation. 

A bending magnet is a part of the storage ring that bends the 
electron orbit and emits white X-rays with the characteristic 
photon energy of 28.9 keV.

Synchrotron Radiation

Electron Stream

Electron Gun

Experiment Hatch

Experiment Hall

Synchrotron Radiation

SACLA

Main Building

Beamline

Storage Ring

1Km Beamline

Medium-length Beamline
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X-ray fluorescence imaging

Size effect of polymer micelles: 
treatment of intractable pancreatic cancer based on precise control of particle diameter

Elucidation of“How Newborns Start Breathing?”

Recently, a drug delivery system (DDS) using nanoscale carriers, such 
as polymer micelles, has attracted attention as a means of increasing 
the efficacy and safety of drugs, including anticancer drugs.  In the 
DDS, a drug is selectively delivered to cancer tissue by encapsulating 
the drug in nanoscale carriers.  However, no DDS effective for pancreatic 
cancer has yet been developed because drugs and the DDS cannot 
reach pancreatic cancer cells.  In this study, the research group 
clarified the size effect of polymer micelles with a precisely controlled 
particle diameter (≤100 nm) that encapsulated a Pt-complex anticancer 
drug with the aim of realizing a DDS effective for treating pancreatic 
cancer.
The mapping of Pt atoms by X-ray fluorescence analysis using BL37XU 
(Fig. 1) revealed that the Pt complex anticancer drug reached deep into 
the cancer tissue when encapsulated in polymer micelles with a diameter 
of ≤50 nm (Fig. 2).  The evaluation of anticancer activity also indicated 
that the polymer micelles with a diameter of ≥50 nm were not effective 
in models of human pancreatic cancer, whereas those with a diameter 
of 30 nm showed a marked anticancer activity.  Thus, it was clarified 
that polymer micelles with a diameter of ≤50 nm could be effective for 
treating pancreatic cancer.
Although the efficacy of cancer-targeting treatment using nanoscale 
carriers has been widely recognized, their size effect was still unclear.  
We clarified, for the first time in the world, that polymer micelles with a 
diameter of ≤50 nm are effective for treating pancreatic cancer, for 
which no effective treatment method has yet been established.  Our 
research results are expected to lead to the development of an innovative 
treatment method for pancreatic cancer, the so-called most intractable 
cancer.

BL37XU  Horacio Cabral, Kazunori Kataoka (The University of Tokyo)

A fetus does not require oxygen exchange via the pulmonary system; 
consequently, the lungs are filled with“lung water”until birth. Immediately 
after birth, however, the lung water must be removed so that air can 
enter the lungs, thereby the newborn can begin breathing in a normal 
way. If this process does not go well, a newborn cannot breathe, and it 
will die. To avoid such an event, we need to understand the mechanisms 
by which a newborn's lungs begin breathing. However, because there 
have heretofore been no practical methods for observing the process 
of lung water being replaced with air, the details have remained 
unclear. In this study, the novel technique of refraction contrast imaging 
was used, in which X-rays are superimposed at the edge of an object 
according to the slight differences in the refractive index of the 
object's materials (Fig.1). The real-time imaging experiment on rabbit 
fetuses was carried out at BL20B2 (Fig.2). It was found that air enters 
the lungs upon breathing and compresses the water from the lungs 
into tissues. This unexpected phenomenon suggests that inspiration 
plays an important role in removing lung water. If lung water remains in 
the lungs after birth, the newborn will go into respiratory distress. To 
avoid this, mechanical ventilation is required for premature infants or 
newborns with respiratory disorder. Because of this discovery, procedures 
for mechanical ventilation of newborns must be significantly revised.

BL20B2  Rob Lewis (Monash University)

Medical Science

Medical Science

Imaging

Absorption contrast imaging

Refraction contrast imaging

X-rays (synchrotron radiation)

Fig. 1
Refraction contrast imaging and absorption contrast 
imaging. Absorption contrast imaging is the conventional 
X-ray imaging technique used in radiographs

Fig. 2
A chest refraction contrast X-ray image of a rabbit 
newborn during air feeding

Fig. 1
Calibration of Pt X-ray fluorescence.  The Pt content in 
the sample can be determined from the peak height of 
Pt X-ray fluorescence

Fig. 2
Difference in penetration depth of 30-nm-diameter (left) and 
70-nm-diameter (right) polymer micelles into a model of human 
pancreatic cancer, clarified by Pt elemental distribution mapping

Insight into the mechanism of active transport by calcium pump
SPring-8 played a vital role in the recent structure determinations of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) calcium pump in the 
calcium bound and unbound states. The ATP-driven calcium pump is an integral membrane protein (molecular
weight of 110 k) that relaxes muscle cells by pumping calcium released during contraction back into the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum. The crystals were thin (<20 µm; Ca2＋-bound form) or had a very large unit cell dimension (nearly 600 Å; Ca2＋

-unbound form). Hence, the use of very bright and highly parallel X-ray beam available in undulator beamlines, such as 
BL41XU (Structural biology I) and BL44XU (Protein 
Institute, Osaka University), were essential to these 
structure determinations. 
These studies have revealed that the binding of 
calcium alone accompanies a surprisingly large-scale 
rearrangement of both transmembrane and cytoplasmic 
domains. and that the ion pumps work like mechanical 
pumps at an atomic scale. Also, the structure of a 
very strong inhibitor, thapsigargin (TG), bound to this 
pump was determined and may serve as a template 
for drugs targeted for membrane proteins. Calcium is 
a fundamental and ubiquitous factor in the regulation 
of intracellular processes. Therefore, the atomic 
structures of the calcium pump in different states 
have a tremendous impact on many fields, including 
medical treatment for myocardial diseases and 
cancer. 

BL41XU  Chikashi Toyoshima (University of Tokyo)

Structural change of calmodulin molecule caused by calcium binding
Calmodulin is a small protein with a molecular weight of 17,000 that is 
expressed in almost all eukaryotic cells and plays a role of transporting 
intracellular information.  When the calcium concentration in the cell is 
increased by an external stimulation, calmodulin binds calcium ions and then 
binds to other proteins such as enzymes, and causes various changes in the 
cell.  Upon binding calcium, the structure of the calmodulin molecule changes, 
allowing it to bind to other proteins.  X-ray crystallography revealed that the 
calmodulin molecule is extended in the absence of calcium, whereas it 
becomes globular upon binding calcium ions.  However, this change occurs in 
a short time (milliseconds) and its details remained unclear.  In this study, the 
structural change of the calmodulin molecule was clarified by the small-angle 
scattering technique using intense X-rays from the undulator beamline 
BL40XU.
When calmodulin molecules were dispersed in solution and the calcium 
concentration was rapidly increased using a chelating agent that released 
calcium upon laser irradiation, the radius of gyration (an indicator of molecular 
size) of the calmodulin molecules decreased by ～25% in ～10 ms (Fig. 1).  
This indicates that the calmodulin molecules bound calcium ions and became 
compact.  When a peptide was present as a binding partner in the solution, 
the compact form was stabilized and maintained (Fig. 1, white).  Without the 
binding partner, however, the calmodulin molecules returned to the original 
extended state in ～150 ms (Fig. 1, black).
The existence of the compact structure observed immediately after calcium 
binding (Fig. 2) was demonstrated for the first time.  This structure corresponds 
to the crucial state in the transmission of the calcium signal by calmodulin 
molecules through binding to other proteins.  This finding will lead to clarification 
of cellular functions and to development of agents that target these 
proteins.

BL40XU  Yoshiteru Yamada, Hiroyuki Iwamoto, Naoto Yagi (JASRI)

Life Science

Life Science

Protein Crystallography

Protein solution scattering

Fig. 1
Change in radius of gyration (Rg) of calmodulin 
molecules when calcium concentration was increased 
at time 0

Fig. 2
Structural change of a calmodulin molecule upon 
calcium binding



Three-dimensional structure of samples collected by Hayabusa: 
Origin and evolution of Itokawa regolith

Chemical Science

10

The Hayabusa spacecraft of Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) 
arrived at the asteroid Itokawa in September 2005 and collected samples of the 
regolith (fine sand particles formed upon the impact of meteorites) from its 
surface.  The spacecraft returned to Earth in June 2011, and the analysis of the 
samples brought back by Hayabusa began.  In this study, the three-dimensional 
structure of Itokawa microparticles was nondestructively examined by X-ray 
microcomputed tomography (microCT) at SPring-8.  Using the projection-type 
CT system installed at the beamline BL47XU, the three-dimensional external and 
internal structures of 48 microparticles (30‒180 µm in diameter) were determined 
with a spatial resolution of ～0.2 or 0.5 µm.  In addition, CT imaging with two different 
X-ray energies (7 and 8 keV) enabled the estimation of the distribution of elements 
including iron.  The three-dimensional spatial distribution of minerals that constitute 
the microparticles was nondestructively determined.
The obtained abundances of the minerals in all 48 microparticles were similar to 
that of LL chondrites, which are often found in meteorites.  Moreover, textures 
that might have undergone thermal metamorphism were found.  The 3-axial 
ratios of the three-dimensional shapes of the microparticles obtained by 
ovoid approximation were similar to that of pieces obtained in a laboratory 
impact experiment, suggesting that the Itokawa microparticles were formed 
upon impact.  Any structures that indicate large-scale melting were not 
observed in the Itokawa microparticles. This is consistent with relatively low 
impact velocities (～5 km/s).
The analysis of the Itokawa microparticles in this study revealed the appearance 
of an active asteroid surface that had never been clarified by conventional 
astronomical observation or meteorite analysis. The analysis also gave direct 
evidence of the relation between asteroid materials and meteorites that has 
been expected in conventional studies.  This is a scientifically significant finding 
that will contribute to the clarification of the formation process of the solar system.

BL47XU  Akira Tsuchiyama (Osaka University, Kyoto University)

Fig. 1  Projection-type CT system

Fig. 2 
Cross-sectional CT images of Itokawa microparticle 
obtained with different X-ray energies (Ol, olivine; HPx, 
high-Ca pyroxene; Pl, plagioclase; Chm, chromite; Tr, troilite)
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Materials scienceEarth Science

X-ray diffraction of ultrathin-film structure

Fig. 1  Cross section of the earth

At the center of the earth, there is a core mainly composed of iron with a 
diameter of 3,500 km. The metallic core is divided into two regions at a diameter 
of 5,150 km: a liquid outer core and a solid inner core (Fig.1). The magnetic 
field of the earth is induced by the convection of the liquid metal in the outer 
core. Conventionally, it has been considered from the observation of seismic 
waves that the convection of the outer core occurs in a single layer. However, 
the mechanism has not been clarified in detail. In this study, the change in the 
crystal structure of FeO in the outer core was examined to investigate the 
convection state in the outer core. Using the high-pressure research 
beamline (BL10XU) at SPring-8, the crystal structure of FeO, a component of 
the outer core, was studied at pressures and temperatures which are similar 
to those in the outer core. It was found that the sodium chloride (NaCl)-type 
(B1) structure transformed to a cesium chloride (CsCl)-type (B2) structure at 
240 GHz at 4,000 K, similar to the conditions at the middle of the outer core. 
This is the world's first demonstration of the existence of a CsCl-type FeO 
structure. This change in the crystal structure suppresses the convection 
and may change the convection state in the outer core. A numerical simulation 
showed that two-layer convection, instead of single-layer convection as 
conventionally thought, occurs in the outer core because the convection is 
suppressed at the depth where the FeO transforms to a CsCl-type structure 
(Fig.2).

BL10XU  Kei Hirose (Tokyo Institute of Technology)

Porous coordination polymers (PCPs) are material groups that exhibit high gas 
adsorption/separation properties and high regularity (crystallinity) and have 
various functions, such as high-efficiency separation and concentration of gas 
molecules and specific reactions inside the pores. Therefore, integrating PCPs 
with different functionalities enables the fabrication of various energy-related 
devices, such as highly efficient fuel cells. To develop such devices, multiple PCP 
nanofilm should be grown in the same direction (i.e., oriented growth) so that the 
different PCPs can be closely integrated.  Thus far, however, the fabrication of 
crystal-oriented nanofilm has been successful only for two-dimensional PCPs. A 
technology for realizing the oriented growth of three-dimensionally rigid PCP 
crystals has long been demanded for increasing the functional diversity, the 
device durability, and the adhesion between different PCPs during integration.
In this study, a crystal-oriented nanofilm of three-dimensionally rigid PCP has been 
successfully fabricated by appropriately selecting a metal substrate suitable for 
oriented growth, a surface processing method of the substrate, and building 
blocks that can be controlled in terms of the growth direction while maintaining their 
rigidity in three dimensions (Fig. 1). In addition, the reversible gas adsorption/desorption 
behavior was observed in this nanofilm, and this behavior does not involve any 
change of the skeletal structure, reflecting the rigidity of this nanofilm.  The observation 
of the oriented growth of the nanofilm and its structural change during the gas 
adsorption/desorption process was achieved using high-brilliance X-rays and the 
measurement system installed on the BL13XU beamline of SPring-8, which 
enables precise diffraction experiments of surfaces and interfaces (Fig. 2).
The results of this study are the basis of fundamental technologies for fabricating 
new functional devices that integrate PCPs with different functionalities. The 
research and development of functional devices using nanocrystalline thin films 
will be greatly accelerated and various applications such as highly efficient fuel 
cells are expected.

BL13XU  Kazuya Otsubo, Hiroshi Kitagawa (Kyoto University)

Fig. 2 
Synchrotron radiation X-ray diffraction profile of 
grown three-dimensionally oriented PCP 
nanocrystalline thin film

Two-Layer Convection in Liquid Outer Core of Earth
Piezoelectric crystals contract and deform macroscopically upon the application of 
an electric field.  This phenomenon was discovered by J. Curie and P. Curie in the 
late 19th century.  Nowadays, piezoelectric devices based on this phenomenon 
are used in various applications such as the control of ink ejection of printers 
and the touch panels of cell phones; thus, piezoelectric devices are indispensable 
in our daily lives.  Although various mechanisms behind the significant deformation 
of the exterior of piezoelectrics have been discussed, the process from voltage 
application to the displacement of atoms in the crystal at the micron level should 
be examined to understand the fundamentals of the mechanism.  However, this 
atomic displacement is extremely small and difficult to detect.  Therefore, even 
the movement of crystal lattices has remained unclarified thus far.
In this study, the research group succeeded, for the first time in the world, in the 
in situ observation of the time-course change in the lattice of a piezoelectric 
crystal that underwent piezoelectric vibration on the order of microseconds.  
This was achieved by combining two advanced measurement techniques: precision 
crystallography and high-speed time-resolved measurement at SPring-8 
BL02B1 (Fig. 1).  The research group is the first ever to observe that an expanded 
crystal lattice, owing to the application of an electric field, deformed as if it were a 
spring undergoing damped vibration (Fig. 2).  In addition, we observed an interesting 
phenomenon that the crystal lattice contracted once during the polarization 
reversal that occurred immediately before the crystal lattice greatly expanded.
The above achievements are expected to promote research on the nano- or 
picosecond-order dynamics of atomic displacement and to enable the “fluoroscopic” 
observation of the behavior of the atoms in working electronic devices.  Moreover, 
the measurement techniques used in this study can be applied to the 
development of new materials for electric storage devices such as capacitors 
and batteries.

BL02B1　Chikako Moriyoshi, Yoshihiro Kuroiwa (Hiroshima University)

Capturing atomic movement of millionths of a second

Time-resolved structural X-ray diffraction

Fig. 1 
Time-resolved X-ray diffraction experiment using 
synchrotron radiation pulses at SPring-8

Successful fabrication and structural determination of 
crystal-oriented nanofilm of porous coordination polymer

Fig. 1 
Grown three-dimensionally oriented PCP 
nanocrystalline thin film

High-temperature, high-pressure structure analysis

High-resolution computed tomography (CT)

Fig. 2
Dynamic response of piezoelectric crystal to applied 
voltage E

Fig. 2
Cross section of meridian plane showing the 
convection in the outer core



Fig. 2
Schematic of high-energy-density and highly safe 
rechargeable magnesium batteries

Clarification of thin-film transistor properties using the transparent oxide semiconductor, 
indium gallium zinc oxide (IGZO) 
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A transparent oxide semiconductor, indium gallium zinc oxide (InGaZnO, generally abbreviated 
as IGZO), is optically transparent because of its wide bandgap of ≥3.0 eV.  In addition, 
IGZO thin-film transistors (TFTs) with electron mobility one order of magnitude higher 
than that of amorphous silicon TFTs can be easily fabricated.  Furthermore, IGZO has a 
high switching performance.  Therefore, IGZO has been widely recognized as a material 
for realizing next-generation devices, such as high-performance transparent flexible 
transistors, that have been difficult to realize using conventional semiconductors (Fig. 1).  
In recent years, research and development for the improvement of the performance of 
devices and for the search of new materials has been active.  The analysis of electronic 
states, such as the tail level, which significantly affects TFT performance and stability, 
has been high-priority research themes.
In general, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is known to be a powerful experimental 
tool for directly observing electronic states.  However, the data obtained by general XPS 
using soft X-rays are affected by the surface conditions and it is extremely difficult to 
identify the original electronic states of the sample used as the material of an actual 
device because of its extremely small detection limit of 2‒3 nm.  Recently, hard X-ray 
photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES) using high-energy X-rays (6‒10 keV) as the 
excitation light source was developed at SPring-8 for the purpose of analyzing the 
electronic state of the deep region (bulk) of a sample.  When the energy of the X-rays is 
increased to approximately 6 keV, the detection limit of photoelectrons increases to ～20 
nm and the surface effect can be ignored.  The tail states at the conduction band edge 
and immediately above the valence band of IGZO were examined by HAXPES (Fig. 2).  
The results revealed that the existence of excess electronic density of states (DOS) 
caused by the tail state prevents p－ channel operation and shifts the threshold voltage 
upon the application of negative bias stress under light illumination  As explained, the 
HAXPES results for the electronic conduction properties of a bulk are helpful in the 
development of mobile phones, tablet terminals, and large 55-inch organic 
electroluminescence televisions (EL-TVs) using the IGZO-TFT displays currently in use. 

BL47XU  Hideo Hosono (Tokyo Institute of Technology)

Fig. 1 
(a) Structural change in cathode material owing to 
charge/discharge reaction and (b) XAFS spectra for 
Mg1-xFeSiO4 

Fig. 1
High-performance transparent flexible 
transistor This transistor exhibits high 
electron mobility (～10 cm2/(V.s), high 
ON/OFF ratio (～108), low s value (～0.1 
V/decade), and low driving voltage (<5 V)

Materials Science

Fig. 2 
HAXPES spectra in the vicinity of bandgap 
region and Fermi level (　F) of high- and 
low-electron-mobility IGZO films with and 
without annealing 

E

Chemical ScienceMaterials Science

Fig. 2  Results of (a) high-energy X-ray scattering and (b) 
XAFS at Ca K absorption edge (blue and red dots) shown with 
the results of large-scale theoretical calculation (black lines)

Fig. 3 Atomic arrangement of the 64 mol%CaO-36 
mol%Al2O3 material with a high glass-forming ability

Fig. 1
Oxide melt levitated at high temperature 
(by courtesy of Atsunobu Masuno, The University of Tokyo)

Generally, glass is formed by melting a raw material to a melt (liquid) state at 
high temperature followed by cooling.  Not all materials can be made into 
glass; many materials form crystals instead of glass when a melt is cooled.  
To understand the glass formation of materials, the research group focused 
on CaO-Al2O3 systems that form or do not form glass depending on slight 
differences in the composition (material with a high glass-forming ability: 64 
mol%CaO-36 mol%Al2O3; material with a low glass-forming ability: 50 
mol%CaO-50 mol%Al2O3).  To form glass using a material with a low 
glass-forming ability, the material was maintained as a melt without a 
container (containerless processing) and then rapidly cooled to form glass 
(Fig. 1).  The atomic structures of the glasses were examined by high-energy 
X-ray scattering and X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) at SPring-8 (Fig. 
2).  The data were analyzed by large-scale theoretical calculations using a 
supercomputer to determine the atomic and electronic structures of the 
glasses.  The results indicate that a large“cage-like network structure” 
(Fig. 3) forms in the materials with a high glass-forming ability.  In contrast, 
such a structure does not exist in the materials with a low glass-forming 
ability.  Researchers have recently reported that electride glass can be 
formed by solvated electrons through the removal of oxygen in a reducing 
atmosphere.  The solvated electrons are located in the cage-like network 
structure and were found to lead to an energetically stable a stable glass 
structure by the large-scale theoretical calculation.

BL01B1, BL04B2  Shinji Kohara (JASRI)

Visualization of large cage-like network structure of glass and solvated electrons

The practical use of rechargeable magnesium batteries, which are superior to lithium 
ion rechargeable batteries, has been expected because they have a high theoretical 
energy density, magnesium resources are abundant, and rechargeable magnesium 
batteries are safe.  However, divalent magnesium ions have the drawbacks of a 
strong ionic interaction, difficulty of diffusion in the solid phase, and extremely slow 
electrode reaction compared with monovalent lithium ions.  In addition, no electrolyte 
for stable and safe operation of magnesium batteries that enables magnesium 
deposition/dissolution has been found.  Therefore, issues related to the cathode and 
electrolyte should be resolved before the fabrication of rechargeable magnesium 
batteries.  
In this study, the research group succeeded in the synthesis of a cathode material 
(ion-exchanged MgFeSiO4) in which the diffusion path of magnesium ions is secured 
by precisely controlling the crystal structure of the cathode material.  With the use of 
MgFeSiO4, the insertion and extraction of double the number of magnesium ions 
compared with conventional cathode materials became possible.  The reason behind 
the stable and high-capacity reaction of MgFeSiO4 was examined in detail by powder 
X-ray diffraction and X-ray absorption spectroscopy using high-brilliance synchrotron 
radiation X-rays.  The results indicate that the three-dimensional structure of Si-O 
and Fe-O forms a skeleton structure and that the reaction proceeds by the 
single-phase reaction of the insertion and extraction of magnesium ions while 
maintaining the three-dimensional crystal structure [Fig. 1(a)].  Also, the mechanism of 
charge compensation through the change in the iron valence along with the insertion 
and extraction of magnesium ions was clarified [Fig. 1(b)].  Rechargeable magnesium 
batteries with the highest performance in the world were realized by combining the 
MgFeSiO4 cathode, a newly developed electrolyte solution, and a magnesium metal 
anode (Fig. 2).

BL01B1, BL02B2, BL28XU  Yuki Orikasa, Yoshiharu Uchimoto (Kyoto University)

Development of high-energy-density, high-safety, 
and low-cost magnesium rechargeable batteries

Shedding New Light on Efforts toward Elucidation of  the 
Degradation Mechanism in Membrane-electrode Assembly

Chemical Science

The fuel cell is coming into widespread use both in households (e.g., “Ene 
Farm” residential fuel cell) and industry (typically, commercialization for 
automobiles) as a next-generation energy source. Still, it faces challenges, 
including the upgrade of power generation efficiency and reduction of undesirable 
effects (e.g. elution/degradation of precious Pt catalyst on the cathode). As 
the fuel cell membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) is a complex heterogeneous 
system (Fig. 1), the development of a method to probe inside of it nondestructively 
in order to identify spatial locations of Pt catalyst’s leaching out and degradation 
has been a very challenging task. In this study, combination of a novel imaging 
method, X-ray laminography, and XAFS was developed in SPring-8 to obtain 
hitherto intangible information on cathode catalyst layers inside the fuel cell 
MEA, i.e. the distribution of the catalyst and the chemical state inside the 
fuel cell membrane and MEA, with a visual perspective. The result was the 
first successful visualization of Pt catalyst distribution and chemical state in the 
cathode catalyst layers in 3D, providing 4D visualization (Fig. 2). The results 
obtained are expected to shed new light on the degradation mechanism of fuel 
cell catalyst, and accelerate the development of materials with higher durability 
for use in fuel cells.

BL47XU  Mizuki Tada (Nagoya Univ. and IMS)

Fig. 1 
Schematic diagram representing a fuel cell 
(hydrogen fuelled)

Fig. 2 
3D distribution of Pt catalyst on the cathode 
catalyst layer in a fuel cell MEA, as revealed by X-ray 
laminography XAFS measurement   

High-energy X-ray scattering and X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS)

Hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES) Imaging and spectroscopy



Visualization of magnetic domain structure at the interface of magnetic thin films

Visualization of antiferromagnetic spins in spintronic devices

Magnetism

13 14

Spintronics is a research field dealing with both charges and spins of 
electrons and is used in fields such as magnetic recording.  Spin valve 
films are spintronic devices and have been used in the magnetic reading 
head of hard disk drives (Fig. 1).  The spin valve film basically has the 
ferromagnetic layer/nonmagnetic layer/ferromagnetic layer/antiferromagnetic 
layer structure.  In the spin valve film, the electric resistance changes in 
accordance with the relative direction of magnetization of the two ferromagnetic layers.  To 
change the relative direction of magnetization, the direction of the magnetization of one of the 
ferromagnetic layers must be fixed (exchange bias).  It is considered that the exchange bias is 
induced by pinning the antiferromagnetic spins with respect to the magnetic field; however, the 
detailed mechanism behind this phenomenon has not yet been clarified.
It is difficult to detect antiferromagnetic spins by general magnetization measurement methods 
because spins are compensated in an antiferromagnetic material.  When a circularly polarized 
X-ray is incident on a spin-polarized material, X-ray absorption intensity differs between left and 
right circularly polarized lights, which is referred to as X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD).  
By adjusting the energy of the incident X-ray with that of the absorption edge of the target 
element, element-specific spin information can be obtained.  In this study, XMCD measurement 
was carried out using BL25SU to detect the uncompensated antiferromagnetic spins induced 
by exchange coupling between antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic spins by a technique that is 
interface sensitive.  In the element-specific magnetization curves of Cr spins in the antiferromagnetic 
chromium oxide (Cr2O3) layer/ferromagnetic cobalt (Co) layer structure, shifts in the vertical 
direction as well as along the magnetic-field axis owing to the exchange bias were observed [Fig. 
2(A)].  In addition, asymmetric XMCD spectra with respect to positive and negative magnetic 
fields were confirmed [Fig. 2(B)].  From these results, it was confirmed that Cr spins are pinned 
with respect to the magnetic field and this pinning is caused by the canted spins in the 
antiferromagnetic layer [Fig. 2(C)].  These findings are expected to serve as basic information in 
the clarification of the origin of exchange bias and the development of spintronic devices. 

BL25SU  Yu Shiratsuchi (Osaka University)

 

In modern society, we receive great benefit from magnetic recording devices such as memories and 
hard disks.  These magnetic recording devices make use of the phenomenon called exchange bias, 
and its detailed clarification is necessary to use the phenomenon in a wider range of applications.  For 
example, the observation of the exchange coupling of spins between an antiferromagnetic substrate 
and a ferromagnetic thin film formed on it is required.
The element-specific observation of magnetic domains of various magnetic materials is realized by 
combining photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM), X-ray magnetic circular and linear dichroisms 
(XMCD & XMLD) using BL17SU and BL25SU.  The figure shows the schematic of this experimental 
method.  Depending on the direction of magnetization in the magnetic domain of a sample and the 
direction of the polarization vector of the incident X-ray, the number of electrons emitted from the 
surface differs.  The image of the region where many electrons are emitted is bright whereas that of 
the region with fewer electrons being emitted is dark, when the images are magnified using an 
electrostatic lens.
In this study, an iron (Fe) thin film (thickness, ～0.9 nm) was formed on a nickel oxide (NiO) substrate, 
which is known as a typical antiferromagnetic material, to analyze the magnetic structure.  Using 
various states of magnetic dichroism at the absorption edges of elements 
constituting the system, information on (1) the magnetic domain originating 
from the antiferromagnetic distortion of the NiO substrate (yellow frame), (2) 
three magnetic domains (S1‒S3) originating from spin ordering, (3) the 
ferromagnetic domain of the top layer of the Fe thin film, and (4) the 
ferromagnetic domain of the interface (in which Fe, Ni, and O are mixed) is 
obtained.   The sample was rotated with respect to the incident direction of 
the light.  From the change in the contrast of the obtained images, the spin 
directions in each magnetic domain were determined.  The exchange 
coupling of spins among the substrate, top layer, and interface was clarified.
This observation technique is considered to be applicable to the development 
of new materials for inductor circuits, in addition to magnetic recording.  At 
SPring-8, this technique is combined with time-resolved measurement of the 
movements of the magnetic domain and wall with respect to an external field.

BL17SU, BL25SU  Toyohiko Kinoshita (JASRI)

Fig. 2 
(A) Element-specific magnetization curves of ferromagnetic 
Co spins and antiferromagnetic Cr spins obtained by 
XMCD measurement.  (B) XMCD spectra of Cr and (C) 
expected spin structure at the interface

Fig. 1  Spin valve thin film in spintronic devices 
such as hard disk drive

(Top) Schematic of magnetic domain observed by PEEM.  (Bottom) 
Results of observation of magnetic domain in antiferromagnetic 
substrate and in Fe surface and interface of Fe/NiO(100).  The arrows 
indicate the directions of magnetization (spins) in magnetic domains

NiO substrate
(antiferromagnetic)

Interface layer
(ferromagnetic)

Fe layer
(ferromagnetic)

Magnetic domain
originating from
antiferromagnetic
distortion (O XLD)   

NiO antiferromagnetic
domain (Ni XMLD) 

Ferromagnetic domain
induced at Fe-NiO
interface(Ni XMCD)  

Fe ferromagnetic domain
(Fe XMCD)

 X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)

 Photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM)Magnetism

Establishment of Four-Dimensional (4D) Nano Design, a Technology for the 
Development of New Materials Used for High-Performance and High-Quality Tires

Fig. 2
Mapping of components in curly hair

Around the age of 35 years, people’s hair concerns shift from hair damage to 
hair aging.  Curliness, waviness, and dryness are included in the top common 
hair problems and cause people to feel a change in their hair quality.  A 
well-known change in hair caused by aging is the increase in the number of 
curly hairs.  The localization of proteins in such curly hair has been studied by 
various methods.  However, the localization of lipids in the hair has remained 
unclear.  In this study, the localizations of proteins and lipids were visualized 
using an infrared (IR) microspectroscopy system at SPring-8.  This system 
combines a microscope and an IR spectrophotometer and can be used to 
determine the localization of components in a specific region.  Information on 
fine regions has been difficult to obtain with general IR measurement systems.  
Detailed data on the cross-sectional localization of components in hair have 
not been available.
Cross-sectional imaging revealed that proteins (amide bonds) and lipids (CH 
bonds) were uniformly localized in hair with a nearly round cross section and 
that the inside of the hair had a uniform composition localization (Fig. 1).  For 
curly hair, however, lipids were sparsely localized (the number of CH bonds was 
small) at sites where proteins were densely localized (the number of amide 
bonds was large).  In contrast, the lipids were densely localized at sites where 
proteins were sparsely localized (Fig. 2).  That is, the localizations of proteins 
and lipids were in an inverse relationship.
In this study, an uneven localization of hair components, such as proteins and 
lipids, in curly hair was confirmed at the microlevel by visualizing a more detailed 
localization of hair components than before.  It was found that the localization 
of proteins is different from that of lipids in curly hair; this is the so-called state 
of “hair distortion”.  Therefore, the curliness of hair can be improved by 
correcting the uneven localizations of proteins and lipids throughout the curly hair.

BL43IR Satoshi Inamasu (Kracie Home Products, Ltd.,)

The development of fuel-efficient tires is very important from the 
viewpoint of the global environment, and the development and promotion 
of technologies related to fuel-efficient tires are strongly desired. Grip 
performance is realized owing to the energy loss due to the deformation 
of a tire as a result of its contact with a road surface. Therefore, the 
two contradictory requirements, i.e., improving the fuel efficiency and 
grip performance, should be balanced by advanced methods. In this 
study, the technique of two-dimensional ultrasmall-angle X-ray scattering 
(2D-USAXS) with a camera length of 160 m using the high-brilliance 
X-rays of BL20XU was developed. The high-precision data obtained by 
2D-USAXS, together with the 2D small-angle X-ray scattering 
(2D-SAXS) using BL03XU and BL40B2 (Fig. 1), were analyzed by the 
two-dimensional pattern reverse Monte Carlo method (2Dp-RMC) 
which was developed at the Earth Simulator supercomputer (Fig. 2). 
With the results of this study, a both-ends-modified polymer was developed 
by Sumitomo Chemical Co., Ltd., which was used to develop fuel-efficient 
tires. The rolling resistance of the tires was reduced by approximately 
39% (approximately 6% less fuel consumption in JC08 mode) and the 
wet grip performance was improved by approximately 9% compared 
with those of conventional tires manufactured by Sumitomo Rubber 
Industries, Ltd.

BL03XU, BL20XU, BL40B2
Hiromichi Kishimoto (Sumitomo Rubber Industries, Ltd.)

Fig. 1 
One-dimensional scattering profile obtained by superimposing 
2D-USAXS and 2D-SAXS data

Fig. 2 
Multiscale simulation enabling analysis over a wide range 
of spatial scales

Success in visualization of localizations of proteins and lipids in hair

Industrial Application

Fig. 1 
Mapping of components in hair with a nearly round 
cross section Red region has a dense localization of 
components

Infrared microspectroscopy imaging

Industrial Application Momentum Imaging
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● Public Beamlines constructed by SPring-8 and
　 opened for users in Japan and from overseas.

● Contract Beamlines constructed by external
　 organizations for their exclusive use.

● RIKEN Beamlines constructed by RIKEN for its
　 own research.

Main Bldg.

Beamline Map

• Long Straight Sec. (30 m) ：  4  (           )
• Bending Magnet ： 24  (           )

• Insertion Device (6 m) ： 34  (           )

Total number of beamlines： 62

Powder Diffraction

Diagnosis Beamline
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White Beam X-ray Diffraction
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Trace Element Analysis

Single Crystal Structure Analysis

High Temperature and High Pressure Research

R&D-ID

High Energy Inelastic Scattering

Infrared Materials Science

Advanced Batteries

HAXPES I

High Pressure Research

Advanced Softmaterial

Laser-Electron Photon ☆

RIKEN Materials Science II

R&D-BM

RIKEN Structural Biology  I 

☆ The University-of-Tokyo Outstation Beamline for Materials Science

QST Quantum Dynamics I

High Energy X-ray Diffraction

TOYOTA

Laser-Electron Photon II

Macromolecular Assemblies

Micro-CT

X-ray Diffraction and Scattering I

QST Quantum Dynamics II

XAFS II

RIKEN Materials Science III

SUNBEAM ID
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RIKEN SR Physics
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Medical and Imaging I
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（Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University）

（Kyoto University）

（Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University）

（TOYOTA Central R&D Labs., Inc.）

（Institute for Protein Research, Osaka University）

（Hyogo Prefecture）
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（Japan Atomic Energy Agency）

（Japan Atomic Energy Agency）

（The University of Tokyo）

（Advanced Softmaterial Beamline Consortium）

（National Institutes for Quantum Science and Technology）

（SUNBEAM Consortium）

（SUNBEAM Consortium）

（National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center）

（National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center）

（Hyogo Prefecture）

（National Institutes for Quantum Science and Technology）
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Public Beamlines
Contract Beamlines
RIKEN Beamlines
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Beamline Map

SPring-8 BeamlineSPring-8 Beamline
The beamlines are shown below with the names, source types and locations. The lengths of normal beamlines are designed 
to be less than 80 m from the source point.
The lengths of nine and three beamlines are able to extend to 300 m and 1,000 m, respectively.

Light source types and photon energies are designed according to each beamline's research requirements.
Basic research equipment is installed in the experimental hutch.

Tables of Beamlines in Use
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Name of Beamline

Name of Beamline
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SPring-8 is located at the north end of the Harima Science Garden City, which is a part of the Nishiharima Technopolis. 
The Hyogo Prefectural Government is actively promoting the area as an attractive location for activities related to 
science and technology.

Location of SPring-8

By car from JR stations
　　　Aioi : 25 minutes
　　　Himeji : 50 minutes
　　　Harima-Shingu : 20 minutes

Shinki Bus
　　　Aioi : 40 minutes
　　　Himeji : 70 minutes

SPring-8

Sayo Interchange

JR Kishin Line
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Harima-Shingu
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Chugoku Expressway
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Harima Expressway 
         Harima-Shingu Interchange : 5 minutes

Access to SPring-8

SR Facilities around the World

Synchrotron Radiation Facilities 
for Public Use in Japan

Himeji Castle, also called Shirasagi-jo (White Heron 
Castle) due to its white outer walls, is located in 
the center of Himeji City, about 50 kilometers east 
of SPring-8.  It is the best preserved castle in all of 
Japan, registered on UNESCO's World Heritage list 
in 1993.
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